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Interpolation with urvature onstraintsHafsa Deddiy Hazel Everettz Sylvain LazardzFebruary 18, 2000AbstratWe address the problem of ontrolling the urvature of a Bezier urve interpolating a givenset of data. More preisely, given two points M and N , two diretions ~u and ~v, and a onstantk, we would like to nd two quadrati Bezier urves  1 and  2 joined with ontinuity G1and interpolating the two points M and N , suh that the tangent vetors at M and N havediretions ~u and ~v respetively, the urvature is everywhere upper bounded by k, and someevaluating funtion, the length of the resulting urve for example, is minimized.In order to solve this problem, we rst need to determine the maximum urvature of quadratiBezier urves. This problem was solved by Sapidis and Frey in 1992. Here we present a simplerformula that has an elegant geometri interpretation in terms of distanes and areas determinedby the ontrol points. We then use this formula to solve several problems. In partiular, wesolve the variant of the urvature ontrol problem in whih  1 and  2 are joined with ontinuityC1, where the length  between the rst two ontrol points of  1 is equal to the length betweenthe last two ontrol points of  2, and where  is the evaluating funtion to be minimized. Wealso study the variant where we require a ontinuity G2, instead of C1, at the juntion point.Finally, given two endpoints of a quadrati Bezier urve  , we haraterize the lous of ontrolpoints suh that the maximum urvature of   is presribed.1 IntrodutionAn important problem in CAGD is the onstrution of urves interpolating given sets of data thatalso satisfy onstraints on their urvature. Suh urves are visually pleasing and are said to be\fair" [1, 2℄. Fair urves are also important in the design of highways, railways and trajetories ofmobile robots (see [10℄ and [7℄). In these appliations, urvature ontinuous urves with boundedurvature are desirable. Construting fair urves has been the subjet of reent researh; see, forexample, [4, 5, 6, 8℄ for results about onstraining the urvature at the endpoints, and [3, 9℄ forresults about monotoniity of urvature.In this paper we onsider the problem of ontrolling the urvature along the whole length ofa Bezier urve interpolating a given set of data. More preisely, given two points M and N , twodiretions ~u and ~v, and a onstant k, we want to nd two quadrati Bezier urves  1 and  2 joinedwith ontinuity G1 and interpolating the two points M and N , suh that the tangent vetors at Mand N have diretions ~u and ~v respetively, the urvature is everywhere upper bounded by k, andThis work was started while the rst two authors were at Universite du Quebe a Montreal, and the last authorwas at MGill University.yDepartment of mathematis and omputer siene, University of Lethbridge, 4401 University Drive, Lethbridge,Alberta, T1K 3M4, Canada. deddis.uleth.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some evaluating funtion, the length of the resulting urve for example, is minimized. We all thisproblem the urvature ontrol problem.In order to solve this problem, we rst need to determine the maximum urvature of quadratiBezier urves, that is, to nd an exat formula in terms of the ontrol points. Note that, for ourproblem, it is not suÆient to ompute the maximum urvature of a partiular Bezier urve usingnumerial methods. Note also that a quadrati Bezier urve is a parabola and, although it presentsno speial diÆulties to ompute the maximum urvature of a parabola in terms of the oeÆientsof its impliit equation, what we require is a formula in terms of the ontrol points.In [9℄, Sapidis and Frey give a formula for nding the maximum urvature for quadrati Bezierurves. In Setion 2, we reall these results and present a simpler formula that has an elegantgeometri interpretation in terms of distanes and areas determined by the ontrol points. We thenuse this formula to solve several problems. We rst haraterize the lous of points p1 suh that,with two given points p0 and p2 and a positive onstant k, the quadrati Bezier urve with ontrolpoints p0, p1 and p2 has maximum urvature k. We then solve some variants of the urvatureontrol problem. Denitions and motivations for these variants are presented in Setion 4.1. Wesolve in Setion 4.2 the version of the urvature ontrol problem where  1 and  2 are joined withontinuity C1, where the length  between the two rst ontrol points of  1 is equal to the lengthbetween the two last ontrol points of  2, and where  is the evaluating funtion to be minimized.In Setion 4.3, we prove that if we require in the previous variant a ontinuity G2 instead of C1at the juntion point, then there exist non-degenerate data for whih there is no solution to theurvature ontrol problem. However, if a solution exists, we show how it an be omputed.Throughout the paper, urvature refers to non-signed urvature, unless otherwise indiated.We denote by kpqk the distane between points p and q, and by \ " and \  " the outer and innerproduts, respetively, between two vetors.2 Maximum urvature of quadrati Bezier urvesLet   be a quadrati Bezier urve with ontrol points p0, p1 and p2 (see Figure 1). Reall that  is dened for every t in [0; 1℄ by (t) = (1  t)2p0 + 2t(1  t)p1 + t2p2:Let A be the area of the ontrol triangle p0p1p2 and m be the midpoint of the segment p0p2. Weassume that   does not degenerate into a line segment, i.e., p0, p1 and p2 are not ollinear.In this setion, we prove the following theorem:Theorem 2.1 The maximum urvature of a quadrati Bezier urve   is either equal to kp1mk3=A2if p1 lies stritly outside the two disks of diameter p0m and mp2, or is equal to maxf0; 1g where0 = A=kp0p1k3 and 1 = A=kp1p2k3 are the urvature of  (t) at the endpoints  (0) and  (1).Before proving Theorem 2.1, we reall the result by Sapidis and Frey [9℄ haraterizing quadratiBezier urves with monotone urvature.Theorem 2.2 ([9℄) The quadrati Bezier urve   has monotone urvature if and only if one ofthe angles \(p0p1m) and \(mp1p2) is equal to or larger than 2 . In other words,   has monotoneurvature if and only if p1 lies on or inside one of the two irles having as diameter p0m and mp2.Sapidis and Frey also present in [9℄ the following expressions for the maximum urvature ofquadrati Bezier urves. When the urvature is not monotone along  , then its maximum urvature2
p0 p1 p2
B
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 
Figure 1: The quadrati Bezier urve has monotone urvature if and only if p1 lies on or inside oneof two irles.is 4al=kp0Bk3, where (see Figure 1), a is the distane between p0 and p2, l is the distane betweenp1 and the line joining p0 and p2, and kp0Bk is the distane between p0 and the line passing throughp2 and direted by   !p1p0+  !p1p2. When the urvature is monotone along  , its maximum is reahedat one endpoint p0 or p2 of the urve, and is equal to al2kp0p1k3 or al2kp1p2k3 respetively.We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. Note that the area A of the ontrol triangle p0p1p2is equal to al=2. Thus, in order to prove Theorem 2.1, based on the results by Sapidis and Frey, itsuÆes to prove that 8A=kp0Bk3 = kp1mk3=A2 or 2A = kp1mk:kp0Bk. For ompleteness, we showhow our result is derived from Theorem 2.2.We assume rst that p1 lies stritly outside the two disks of diameter p0m and mp2. Thus,the urvature (t), t 2 [0; 1℄, of the quadrati Bezier urve   is not monotone by Theorem 2.2. Itfollows that the maximum urvature of   is obtained when the derivative of (t) is zero.The rst and seond derivatives of the Bezier urve   are 0(t) = 2((1  t)(p1   p0) + t(p2   p1))= 2(p1   p0) + 2t(p2   2p1 + p0) (1) 00(t) = 2(p2   2p1 + p0): (2)The urvature of   at  (t) is thus, for any t 2 [0; 1℄,(t) = j 0(t)  00(t)jk 0(t)k3 = j4(p1   p0) (p2   2p1 + p0)jk 0(t)k3 = j4(p1   p0) (p2   p1)jk 0(t)k3 ;giving (t) = 8Ak 0(t)k3 ; (3)where A = j(p1  p0) (p2  p1)j=2 is the area of the ontrol triangle p0p1p2. The derivative of (t)is 0(t) =  24A(k 0(t)k)0k 0(t)k4 =  12A(k 0(t)k2)0k 0(t)k5 :Sine we assumed that the Bezier urve   is not degenerate, p0, p1 and p2 are not ollinear andthus A 6= 0. Thus, 0(t) = 0 if and only if (k 0(t)k2)0 = 0, or alternatively,  0(t)   00(t) = 0. Using3
Equations 1 and 2, we get 0(t)   00(t) = 4[(p2   2p1 + p0)t+ (p1   p0)℄  [p2   2p1 + p0℄= 4(t  )where  = kp2   2p1 + p0k2 and  =  (p1   p0)  (p2   2p1 + p0).Thus, the derivative of the urvature (t) vanishes if and only if t =  = =. Note that is in (0; 1) beause the urvature of   is not monotone by assumption. Therefore, the maximumurvature along   is obtained for t =  .Lemma 2.3 k 0()k = 2Akp1mk .Proof: By Equation 1, the square of the rst derivative of  (t) at  isk 0()k2 = 4[(p2   2p1 + p0) + (p1   p0)℄2 = 4(2   2 + kp0p1k2)= 4(22   2 + kp0p1k2) = 4(kp0p1k2   2);where, as before,  = kp2   2p1 + p0k2 and  =  (p1   p0)  (p2   2p1 + p0). Sine p2   2p1 + p0 =  !p1p0 +  !p1p2 = 2  !p1m, we get  = 4kp1mk2,  =  2  !p0p1    !p1m, and thusk 0()k2 = 1kp1mk2 (4kp1mk2kp0p1k2   4(  !p0p1    !p1m)2):It follows from the anonial equation (U  V )2+ (U  V )2 = U2V 2, for any two vetors U , V , thatk 0()k2 = 4(  !p0p1   !p1m)2kp1mk2 :Now, j  !p0p1    !p1mj is equal to A, the area of the ontrol triangle p0p1p2. Indeed,   !p1m = (  !p1p0 +  !p1p2)=2 and thus j  !p0p1   !p1mj = j  !p0p1   !p1p2j=2 = A. Thus, k 0()k2 = 4A2=kp1mk2 whih yieldsthe result. The expression of max = () now follows easily. By Lemma 2.3, k 0()k3 = 8A3=kp1mk3.Thus, Equation 3 gives () = kp1mk3A2 :That ends the proof of Theorem 2.1 when p1 lies stritly outside the two disks of diameter p0mand mp2.When p1 lies inside one of these disks, Sapidis and Frey (see Theorem 2.2) proved that theurvature of the quadrati Bezier urve   is monotone. The maximum urvature is thus theurvature at one endpoint  (0) or  (1). Our expression of the urvature at these points omesdiretly from the result by Sapidis and Frey mentioned above. These expressions also ome diretlyfrom a straightforward omputation, whih we present here for ompleteness.Equation 1 gives  0(0) = 2(p1   p0) and  0(1) = 2(p2   p1). It then follows from Equation 3that (0) = Akp0p1k3 and (1) = Akp1p2k3 :4
3 Quadrati Bezier urves with presribed maximum urvatureThe goal of this setion is to show how, in an interative urve design ontext, to help the userontrol the maximum urvature of quadrati Bezier urves by moving the ontrol points.Given a positive onstant k and two points p0 and p2, we show how to ompute the lous ofpoints p1 suh that the maximum urvature of a quadrati Bezier urve  , with ontrol points p0,p1 and p2, is equal to k. In an interative urve design ontext, the idea will then be to draw theseurves for some sample values of k (see Figure 2). The user an then (i) for a given p1, obtainimmediately an approximation of the maximum urvature of   by heking its proximity to thedisplayed urves, or, (ii) for a given k, hoose p1 so that   has maximum urvature k by draggingp1 along the orresponding urve. p0
p2Figure 2: Sample of urves, loi of p1, for whih the maximum urvature of   is onstant.We assume for the sake of simpliity that the oordinates of p0, p1 and p2 are (0; d), (x; y) and(0; d), respetively, in an orthonormal frame (O;~{;~|).Theorem 3.1 The lous of points p1 suh that the maximum urvature of   is k is the union ofthe urves f(x;p(kd2x2)2=3   x2)) j   kd2 6 x <  pd~y   ~y2g;f(x;p(kd2x2)2=3   x2)) j +pd~y   ~y2 < x 6 +kd2g;f(x;+d p(dx=k)2=3   x2) j  pd~y   ~y2 6 x 6pd~y   ~y2g andf(x; d+p(dx=k)2=3   x2) j  pd~y   ~y2 6 x 6pd~y   ~y2g;where ~y = 1 + 2k2d2  p1 + 4k2d22k2d .Proof: Note rst that the midpoint of p0p2 is O. However, for onsisteny with Setion 2, wedenote by m the midpoint of p0p2. Let D0 and D2 be the two losed disks of diameter p0m andmp2, respetively, and C0 and C2 be their respetive boundaries. Let A denote the area of theontrol triangle p0p1p2.We assume rst that p1 lies outside the two disks D0 and D2. Then, by Theorem 2.1, themaximum urvature of   is equal to k if and only if kp1mk6=A4 = k2. Sine kp1mk2 = x2 + y25
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Figure 3: Example of urves , 0, C0 and C2.and the area A of the triangle p0p1p2 is equal to half the length of the base, p0p2 = 2d, times theheight, jxj, that is A = jdxj, we get that the maximum urvature of   is equal to k if and only if(x2 + y2)3 = k2(dx)4 () y = q(kd2x2)2=3   x2:Let  be the urve of equation (x2+y2)3 = k2(dx)4. This urve is the union of the two urves +and   dened respetively as the set points (x;+p(kd2x2)2=3   x2) and (x; p(kd2x2)2=3   x2)where x varies in [ kd2; kd2℄ (see Figure 3).In order to determine the range of x on whih the urve  lies outside D0[D2, we ompute theintersetion between , of equation (x2 + y2)3 = k2(dx)4, and the irles C0 and C2 of equationsx2+y2 = dy,  = 1. By replaing, in (x2+y2)3 = k2(dx)4, x2+y2 and x4 by dy and (dy y2)2,we get (dy)3 = k2d4(dy   y2)2 () y2(k2d(d  y)2   y) = 0() y2(k2dy2   (1 + 2k2d2)y + k2d3) = 0=) y 2 f0; (1 + 2k2d2)p1 + 4k2d22k2d g:The two solutions  (1+2k2d2)+p1+4k2d22k2d are equal to (d + 1+p1+4k2d22k2d ) whih do not belong tothe interval [ d; d℄. It follows that these solutions do not orrespond to an intersetion between and the irles C0 and C2. Thus, an intersetion an only our when y 2 f0; ~yg, where~y = 1+2k2d2 p1+4k2d22k2d . The intersetion points satisfy the equation x2 + y2 = dy, therefore anyintersetion must our at one of the ve points (0; 0) and (pd~y   ~y2; ~y), where  = 1 speieson whih irle C0 or C2 the intersetion ours (see Figure 3). We now distinguish between +and  . Sine + lies on or above the x-axis, + and C0 [ C2 an only interset at (0; 0) and(pd~y   ~y2; ~y). We get by omputing the derivative of y = p(kd2x2)2=3   x2 with respet to xthat the tangent line to + at O = (0; 0) is vertial, and that + belongs to D0 in a neighborhoodof O. Thus, + and C0 [ C2 an properly interset only at the two points (pd~y   ~y2; ~y). Itthen follows from the fat that the two endpoints (kd2; 0) of + lie outside D0 [D2, that + liesoutside D0 [ D2 if and only if x is in the range [ kd2; pd~y   ~y2) [ (pd~y   ~y2; kd2℄. A similar6
proof holds for  , thus the parts of  that lie outside D0 and D2 are the two urvesf(x;p(kd2x2)2=3   x2)) j   kd2 6 x <  (d~y   ~y2)g andf(x;p(kd2x2)2=3   x2)) j + (d~y   ~y2) < x 6 +kd2g;where ~y = 1 + 2k2d2  p1 + 4k2d22k2d .We now assume that p1 lies inside one of the two disks D0 and D2. By Theorem 2.1, themaximum urvature of   is max(0; 1) where 0 = A=kp0p1k3 and 1 = A=kp1p2k3 are theurvatures of   at  (0) and  (1) respetively. Note rst that 0 > 1 if and only if kp0p1k 6 kp1p2k,that is, if and only if, p1 lies inside D0.Suppose rst that p1 lies inside the disk D0. Then, the maximum urvature 0 = A=kp0p1k3 of  is equal to k if and only if A2 = k2kp0p1k6, that is,(dx)2 = k2[x2 + (y   d)2℄3 () (y   d)2 = (dx=k)2=3   x2() y   d =  p(dx=k)2=3   x2 sine p1 2 D0() y = d p(dx=k)2=3   x2:Let 0 be the urve dened by the points (x; d   p(dx=k)2=3   x2), x 2 [ pd=k;pd=k℄ (seeFigure 3). Similarly as before, in order to determine the range of x for whih 0 lies inside D0, weompute the intersetion between 0 and the irle C0 of equation x2 + y2 = dy. We replae, inthe equation (dx)2 = k2[x2 + (y   d)2℄3, x2 by dy   y2 and getd2(dy   y2) = k2[(dy   y2) + (y   d)2℄3 () d2y(d  y) = k2[(d   y)(d   y + y)℄3() (d  y)[k2d(d  y)2   y℄ = 0() (d  y)(k2dy2   (1 + 2k2d2)y + k2d3) = 0=) y 2 fd; (1 + 2k2d2)p1 + 4k2d22k2d g:As before, the solution (1+2k2d2)+p1+4k2d22k2d is not in [0; d℄ and thus does not orrespond to anintersetion between 0 and C0. As before, 0 and C0 an only interset at (0; d) and (pd~y   ~y2; ~y)where ~y = 1+2k2d2 p1+4k2d22k2d . We also get by omputing the derivative of y = d p(dx=k)2=3   x2with respet to x that the tangent line to 0 at (0; d) is vertial and that 0 belongs to D0 in aneighborhood of (0; d). It follows that 0 belongs to D0 in the range x 2 [ pd~y   ~y2;+pd~y   ~y2℄.We get that 0 does not belong to D0 when x is not in that range beause the two endpoints(pd=k; d) of 0 learly do not belong to D0. Thus, 0 lies inside D0 if and only if x is inthe range [ pd~y   ~y2;+pd~y   ~y2℄. In other words, the lous of points p1 2 D0 for whih themaximum urvature of   is k is the urvef(x; d  q(dx=k)2=3   x2 j  pd~y   ~y2 6 x 6pd~y   ~y2g:A similar proof holds when p1 lies inside D2 whih yields the result. 4 Controlling the urvature of a pieewise quadrati Bezier urve4.1 PreliminariesLet  1 and  2 denote two quadrati Bezier urves with ontrol points (p0; p1; p2) and (q0; q1; q2)respetively, and let   denote the onatenation of  1 and  2.7
The general urvature ontrol problem we address is: Given two points M and N , two unitvetors ~u and ~v, and a onstant k, we would like to nd two quadrati Bezier urves  1 and 2 joined with ontinuity G1 (at p2 = q0), interpolating the two points M and N (at p0 and q2respetively), suh that the tangent vetors at M and N have diretions ~u and ~v respetively, theurvature is everywhere upper bounded by k, and some evaluating funtion is minimized.In the sequel, we onsider without loss of generality k = 1; for any k 6= 0, we an obtain anequivalent problem where k = 1 by saling the plane.The urves  1 and  2 are onneted (at p2 = q0) with ontinuity G1 if and only if there exists 2 (0; 1) suh that p2 = q0 = p1 + (1   )q1. The urve   interpolates M and N , suh that thetangent vetors at M and N have diretions ~u and ~v, respetively, if and only if p0 = M , q2 = Nand there exists  and  positive real numbers suh that p1   p0 = ~u and q2   q1 = ~v (seeFigure 4).One way to solve the general urvature ontrol problem is to1. nd the set of (; ; ) 2 (0;+1)2  (0; 1) on whih the urvature of   is everywhere smalleror equal to 1, and then,2. nd a value (; ; ) in that set for whih the evaluating funtion is minimized.In general, this is a non-linear optimization problem with non-linear onstraints, and thus, an-not neessarily be solved quikly and aurately. Clearly, the diÆulty depends on the omplexityof the set of feasible solutions and on the evaluating funtion that is to be minimized. Here weonsider simplifying assumptions. First, we require a ontinuity C1 at the juntion point betweenthe two urves  1 and  2. This xes  to 1=2 and redues the number of variables to two. To bringthe number of variables down to one, we arbitrarily onsider  = . We then hoose as evaluatingfuntion the length . By minimizing , we ensure that all the ontrol points p1; p2 = q0 and q1remain lose to the the points M and N we want to interpolate; in other words, by minimizing ,we expet that the length of the resulting urve   will not be too far from its minimum. With thesefurther assumptions, we solve (in Setion 4.2) the given interpolation and minimization problem,exept for the degenerate ase when ~u and ~v are parallel, for whih we prove that a solution doesnot neessarily exist.In Setion 4.3, we also onsider  = , but we require a ontinuity G2 (instead of C1) at thejuntion point between the two urves  1 and  2. In other words, we require the signed urvature tobe ontinuous on  . The variables are then redued to (; ) but the onstraint that the ontinuityis G2 links these two variables, and thus the problem is atually one-dimensional. We prove inSetion 4.3 that this set of additional onstraints is too restritive in the sense that there existsnon-degenerate data (M;N; ~u;~v) that annot be interpolated. However, if a solution exists, weshow how it an be omputed.4.2 Curvature ontrol problem with C1 ontinuityWe onsider here the following variant of the urvature ontrol problem: Given two points M andN , and two unit vetors ~u and ~v, we want to nd two quadrati Bezier urves  1 and  2 joined withontinuity C1 (at p2 = q0), interpolating the two points M and N (at p0 and q2 respetively), suhthat the tangent vetors at M and N have diretions ~u and ~v respetively, the maximum urvatureof the two urves is smaller or equal to 1, the distanes  = kp0p1k and  = kq1q2k are equal, andsuh that  is minimized. See Figure 4.We show in this setion how to solve this problem for non-degenerate data, that is when ~u and~v are not ollinear. When ~u and ~v are ollinear, we show that there is not neessarily a solution.8
p0 =M q2 = N
~v~u   = 
q1
p2 = q0
p1 1  2m 0
Figure 4: Curvature ontrol problem with ontinuity C1 and  = .As we said in Setion 4.1, this problem is equivalent to nding the smallest  2 (0;+1) suhthat the urvature of  1 and  2 is everywhere smaller or equal to 1, wherep0 =M; q2 = N; p1 = p0 + ~u; q1 = q2   ~v and p2 = q0 = (p1 + q1)=2:We show how we ompute the smallest  2 (0;+1) suh that the urvature of  1 is everywheresmaller or equal to 1. Computing the smallest  2 (0;+1), for  2 an be done similarly. We thenreturn the urve   dened by the biggest of those two .First, for any value  2 (0;+1), we need to determine an expression for the maximum urvatureof  1. By Theorem 2.1, it remains to determine whether the maximum urvature of  1 is givenby the maximum urvature max( 1) of the parabola supporting  1, or by 0( 1) or 1( 1), theurvature of  1 at its endpoints  1(0) or  1(1), respetively. Thus, for any value  2 (0;+1), wewant to deide whether p1 belongs to one of the disks of diameter p0m and mp2 where m is themidpoint of p0p2 (see Figure 4). Let  and 0 be the respetive enters of these disks and R be theirradius. In order to determine whether p1 belongs to one of these disks, we ompute and ompareR2 with the distanes kp1k2 and kp10k2.Sine p1 and q1 are linear in , and p2 = (p1 + q1)=2, m = (p0 + p2)=2,  = (p0 +m)=2, and0 = (m + p2)=2, we have that (   p0)2, (   p1)2 and (0   p1)2 are of degree 2 in . Thus,R2 < kp1k2 and R2 < kp10k2 are inequalities of degree at most 2 in  (namely  > 16~u  !p0q2(7~u+~v)2 (~u ~v)2and 2[(5~u+3~v)2  (~u ~v)2℄  2(16~u+8~v)    !p0q2+8kp0q2k2 > 0). By solving these equations, weget a partition of (0;+1) into two sets of intervals I and I 0 suh that the maximum urvature of 1 is given by max( 1) for any  2 I, and by max(0( 1); 1( 1)) for any  2 I 0.With A(p0p1p2) denoting the area of the ontrol triangle p0p1p2, we get by Theorem 2.1, whenp0; p1 and p2, are not ollinear,max( 1)2 = kp1mk6A(p0p1p2)4 ; 0( 1)2 = A(p0p1p2)2kp0p1k6 and 1( 1)2 = A(p0p1p2)2kp1p2k6 :A straightforward omputation gives  !p1m =   !p0q2 + ( 3~u  ~v)4 ;   !p0p1 = ~u and   !p1p2 =   !p0q2   (~u+ ~v)2 :9
Thus, A(p0p1p2) = j  !p0p1   !p1p2j=2 = j~u  !p0q2   2~u ~vj=4 andmax( 1)2 = (2(3~u+ ~v)2   2(3~u + ~v)    !p0q2 + k  !p0q2k2)316(2~u ~v   ~u  !p0q2)4 ;0( 1)2 = (2~u ~v   ~u  !p0q2)2166 and 1( 1)2 = 4(2~u ~v   ~u  !p0q2)2((~u + ~v)   !p0q2)6 :Thus, max( 1)2 6 1, 0( 1)2 6 1 and 1( 1)2 6 1 redue to inequalities in  of degree at most 8,6 and 6 respetively. Finding the intervals of I and I 0 on whih those inequalities are satised antherefore simply be done by omputing the roots of the orresponding equations. More preisely,the smallest of (i) the smallest root of max( 1)2 = 1 in I, and (ii) the smallest root of 0( 1)2 = 1and 1( 1)2 = 1 in I 0, is the smallest  for whih the maximum urvature of  1 is smaller or equalto 1. Suh a solution exists when ~u ~v 6= 0 beause the maximum urvature of  1 goes from +1to 0 sine max( 1)2, 0( 1)2 and 1( 1)2 tend to +1 when  tends to 0, and tend to 0 when tends to +1.We have shown that, when ~u~v 6= 0, the smallest  2 (0;+1) suh that the urvature of  1 iseverywhere smaller or equal to 1, and suh that the ontrol points p0; p1 and p2 are not ollinear,exists and we an ompute it. Suppose now that there exists ~ 2 (0;+1) suh that p0; p1 and p2are ollinear (see Figure 5). Assume furthermore that p1 lies in between p0 and p2; otherwise,  1 isnot smooth and does not satisfy the onstraint on the urvature. Sine p2 is the midpoint of p1q1,it follows that p0, p1, p2 and q1 are, in this order, on the line L passing through p0 and direted by~u (the line is neessarily direted by ~u beause p1 6= p0 belongs to that line). With ~u  ~v 6= 0, q2does not belong to L. Thus, for  < ~, the triangle p0p1p2 is not at but tends to a at triangle,with at vertex at p1, as  tends to ~. Therefore, when  tends from below to ~,  1 tends to astraight line segment, and the maximum urvature of  1 tends to 0. Thus, there exists  < ~ suhthat the maximum urvature of  1 is smaller than 1. It follows that ~ is bigger than the smallestsolution  we found previously. Therefore, when ~u  ~v 6= 0, there is always an optimal solutionwith p0; p1 and p2 not all ollinear.
~~~u ~vp0 q2p1p2 = q0
q1 1  2
L
Figure 5: Case where p0; p1 and p2 are ollinear and onseutive.We now show that, when ~u  ~v = 0, there may not exist a solution. Assume for examplethat   !p0q2 is not parallel to ~u and ~v, and that ~u + ~v = 0 (a similar proof an be obtained when~u = ~v). Then, when  tends to 0, 0( 1), 1( 1) and max( 1) tend respetively to +1, 0 and+1. Similarly, when  tends to +1, they tend respetively to 0, +1 and +1. It follows thatmax(0( 1); 1( 1)) and max( 1) tend to +1 when  tends to 0 and +1. In addition, 0( 1),1( 1) and max( 1) are never equal to 0 beause then kp1mk = 0 or A(p0p1p2) = 0 whih would10
imply that p0; p1 and p2 are ollinear, whih is impossible sine the two rays starting at p0 andq2 with diretion ~u and  ~v do not interset. Thus, max(0( 1); 1( 1)) and max( 1) are stritlygreater than a positive onstant for any  2 (0;+1), and, by saling the plane, this onstant anbe saled to a value greater than 1.4.3 Curvature ontrol problem with G2 ontinuityWe onsider here the following variant of the urvature ontrol problem: Given two points M andN , and two unit vetors ~u and ~v, we want to nd two quadrati Bezier urves  1 and  2 joined withontinuity G2 (at p2 = q0), interpolating the two points M and N (at p0 and q2 respetively), suhthat the tangent vetors at M and N have diretions ~u and ~v respetively, the maximum urvatureof the two urves is smaller or equal to 1, the distanes  = kp0p1k and  = kq1q2k are equal, andsuh that  is minimized.As we said in Setion 4.1, the problem is equivalent to nding the smallest  2 (0;+1) suhthat  1 and  2 are onneted G2 and their urvature is everywhere smaller or equal to 1, wherep0 =M; q2 = N; p1 = p0 + ~u; q1 = q2   ~v and 9 2 (0; 1) j p2 = q0 = p1 + (1  )q1:The urves  1 and  2 are onneted G2 if and only if the two signed urvatures of  1 and  2at p2 are equal, that is, by Theorem 2.1,  !p0p1   !p1p22kp1p2k3 =   !q0q1   !q1q22kq0q1k3 ;when the triplets of points (p0; p1; p2) and (q0; q1; q2) are not ollinear. We easily get that   !p1p2 =(1   )  !p1q1,   !q0q1 =   !p1q1,   !p1q1 =   !p0q2   (~u + ~v),   !p0p1 = ~u and   !q1q2 = ~v. Thus, we get that  is G2 if and only if~u (1  )(  !p0q2   (~u + ~v))(1  )3kp1q1k3 = (  !p0q2   (~u+ ~v)) ~v3kp1q1k3 ()~u  !p0q2   ~u ~v(1  )2 =   !p0q2  ~v   ~u ~v2 ()2   2	+	 = 0 where 	 =   !p0q2  ~v   ~u ~v  !p0q2  (~u+ ~v) (if   !p0q2  (~u+ ~v) 6= 0).Standard alulations yield that the equation 2   2	+	 = 0 admits a root in (0; 1) if andonly if 	 2 ( 1=3; 0). We an easily hoose p0; q2; ~u and ~v suh that 	 62 ( 1=3; 0). Indeed (seeFigure 6), 	 > 0 for any ~u; ~v that are on the same side of   !p0q2 (i.e.,   !p0q2 ~u and   !p0q2~v have thesame sign) and suh that ~v lies in the small wedge dened by   !p0q2 and ~u (i.e., ~u ~v and   !p0q2  ~vhave opposite signs). We thus proved that there is no solution to our urvature ontrol problemfor a set of non-degenerate hoies of the parameters M; N; ~u and ~v.However, when a solution exists, it an be omputed as in the previous setion. Indeed, theurvature max( i), i = 1; 2, an be expressed as a ratio of a polynomial of degree 6 in  and  overa polynomial of degree 8 in  and 4 in . As before, we need to nd the smallest value of  > 0,in the range where the maximum urvature of  i is max( i), for whih the ratio of polynomialsis equal to 1. By multiplying by the denominator, the equation redues to a polynomial equation11
~u ~vp0 q2Figure 6: Example where 	 > 0 for any  > 0 (  !p0q2  ~u > 0,   !p0q2  ~v > 0 and ~u ~v < 0).of degree 8 in  and 6 in . Sine  =  	+p	2  	 (the other root is negative), a polynomialof degree 6 in  an be seen as a polynomial of degree 6 in the variables f	;p	2  	g. Theprevious equation an thus be transformed into another one where p	2  	 is equal to a ratio ofpolynomials where the numerator is of degree 8 in  and 6 in 	 and where the denominator is ofdegree 8 in  and 5 in 	. By squaring the equation, we get a polynomial equation of degree 16in  and 12 in 	, that is an equation of degree 28 in  sine 	 is linear in . As we said before,we annot ensure that there exists a positive root of that equation in . The same method an beapplied to 0( i) and 1( i) and for determining the intervals on whih the maximum urvatureof  i is equal max( i) or max(0( i); 1( i)).5 Conluding remarksIt remains open to solve the urvature ontrol problem when the length of the urve is to beminimized. Another interesting approah would be to determine how muh longer than optimalour urves are. Also, we would like to onsider the ase when the data onsist of more than twoontrol points. Note also that, beause of the high degree of the equations, it is not lear that thesolutions presented in Setions 4.2 and 4.3 are usable in an interative urve design 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